
Hearthstone at Woodfield HOA
Working Meeting Minutes

Held at Community Clubhouse
06/15/09

Meeting started at: 7:00 p.m.

Members present: Avis Anderson, President
Joe Salomone, Vice President
Donna Briggs, Treasurer
Sheri Oshinsky, Secretary
Jim Ernst, Trustee

Guests present: Joyce Gilbert – Wentworth
Stuart Thompson – Town Councilman
Connie King – ARB
Walter Marsh – ARB
Nick Sebasto - ARB

ARB
Three members from ARB joined us. We have three applications / resumes for one
open seat. The ARB will meet with the three applicants and make a decision for a new
committee member. They are hoping to find someone that understands there are rules
and regulations to follow and hopefully a person with good common sense and an open
mind.

We agreed that lattice is OK from the ground to the deck floor but cannot be more then
6 feet.

We also discussed mailboxes. At this time it has been decided that homeowners can
replace their mailbox with black metal only and it must be the same shape and size as
the current mailboxes. It was also decided at this time that the posts remain natural
wood. We would like to see black post in the future. The board is going to look into
possibly starting a reserve fund to replace all the mailboxes in the community.

ADR
The ADR needs one committee member. Kathy Shockley is the only person that
applied. After reading her resume the board decided to appoint her to the committee.

LANDSCAPING
1. Mulch erosion around the clubhouse. Need to have Burns look into this.
2. Joyce has asked Burns for suggestions as to landscaping around the utility

boxes that are on front lawns in the development.
3. We have contracted for 5 fertilizations. It has been suggested that we do 6. The

board voted for the additional fertilization. The vote was 3 – 2 in favor.
4. We also voted to do grub application.
5. Aeration & Over seeding were discussed. Both of these are very expensive. A

decision will be made in the fall if these are necessary.

STU THOMPSON
Stu arrived around 9PM after the borough meeting. We discussed the planned divider
in the roadway. It has been decided we do not want a divider just a sign by the
entrance with the development’s name. We discussed that one of the open area has



had the mountain of dirt removed. The next area will be started. After the dirt is
removed the rocks will be removed, the land will be leveled and grass will be planted.

The developer has been replacing cracked sidewalks / aprons. There are three areas
that have not been marked for replacement. Jim will try to locate the contractor and
bring these areas to his attention. The sidewalk past the clubhouse, in front of 1
Simpkins and 48 Hearthstone.

OTHER
We will put a financial committee together by early July. Waiting to see if more
applicants apply. The committee will consist of 3 board members and 2 qualified
homeowners.

Nick suggested that we put a corrugated canopy on the pergola at the clubhouse. The
board has asked for pictures before making a decision. Nick would also like to see a
shed along the side of the clubhouse. We need to look into this and see if it is
permitted by the borough.

It was also suggested that we purchase a gas grill for our BBQ parties. Joyce to check
with the fire department on storing propane.

We took a vote to decide if we need to make change to the R & R from the results of the
survey. The vote was 4 yes and 1 abstain. We need to meet soon to discuss what the
changes should be. We need to have this in place before the August 11th quarterly
meeting.

Meeting adjourned at 9:30 PM Submitted by Sheri Oshinsky


